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The Dolly Llama

Words of Wisdom from a Spiritual Animal

Stephen Morrison (Illustrated By Ja Cie Brosze)

Keynote

The Dolly Llama, the world’s first behooved spiritual leader, shares his words

of wisdom and spiritual teachings for the first time. In this gem of a book he

will show you how cultivate Llama Karma and to bring peace, compassion and

‘cuditation’ (a form of chewing and meditation) into your everyday life.

Description

‘Ridiculous and funny’ – GREG DAVIES

‘In a fast-moving world, the only self-help book I recommend is this collection

of the words from the Dolly Llama’ – ED GAMBLE

Llama Karma lies within you.

The Dolly Llama, the world’s first behooved spiritual leader, shares his words of wisdom

and spiritual teachings for the first time. In this gem of a book he shows you how

cultivate Llama Karma and to bring peace, compassion and ‘cuditation’ (a form of

chewing and meditation) into your everyday life.

His Gentleness has drawn great inspiration from ‘the four bales of wisdom’ which have

helped many grazer browsers before him on the rocky path of life. Take a leaf out of this

book and learn how Llama Karma can help you harness inner calm, as well as cope

with everyday problems like hoof infection. 

The perfect gift for llama-lovers, spiritualists and animal-lovers alike.

Sales Points

As we know, llamas are everywhere! This is a gentle but witty spoof of the Dalai
Lama’s teachings: a small format gift book which brings together the ethos of our very
spiritual llama (otherwise known as ‘Llama Karma’)
Contains the Four Bales of Wisdom to give you ‘Llama Armour’ in everyday life
(covering Compassion, Discipline, Living in the Moment, and of course, Reincarnation)
Each chapter contains an introduction from our Dolly Llama, followed by short words of
wisdom for each section, and complemented with beautiful illustrations throughout
Written by comedy writer Stephen Morrison, who has written for Channel 4 and Dave,
most notably Man Down with Greg Davies. Our illustrator, Ja C ie Brosze, is based in
Poland and has a great range of merchandise on sale through Etsy. She also has
12,000 followers on Instagram and Twitter

Reviews

'Ridiculous and funny' - Greg Davies
'In a fast-moving world, the only self-help book I recomment is this collection of words
from the Dolly Llama' - Ed Gamble

Author Biography

His gentleness the Dolly Llama is a spiritual leader of most even-toed ungulates in the

Andes, Peru and some parts of Bolivia. He has devoted all fourteen years of his life

working tirelessly to help teach the findings of ‘Llama Karma’ to Alpacas, Camels, Bactrian

Camels, Wild Bactrian Camels and of course Llamas. Today he lives in exile, on a petting

farm in Dulwich, London. 

Stephen Morrison is a man from the north of England. He has worked as a bee

negotiator, swan counsellor as well as in lower admin. This is his first work as a spiritual

llama interpreter.

Ja Cie Brosze is an illustrator from Poland. Her Instagram is @jaciebrosze, where she

has 11,700 followers, and her website is https://jaciebrosze.pl. She also sells her work on

Etsy at JaC ieBrosze.
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